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Tim Hudak & the
Conservative Party
Does Not Support You.

On June 12, let Tim
know that you won’t
be supporting them!

#IWONTBACKHUDAK

June 2014

#IDONTBACKHUDAK
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Tim Hudak & John Baird

Stephen Harper & Tim Hudak

You are judged by !
the company you keep…
Rob Ford & Tim Hudak

Tim Hudak & Mike Harris

#STOPHUDAK
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A

lot has been happening over the past few months.

The biggest of which is a Provincial Election happening
right now.!
!

The Liberals tabled a budget on May 1st which then did
not get passed by the Legislative Assembly and thus
was dissolved on May 6th triggering a June 12th vote
deadline. Since then, we have seen and heard a lot of
talk from all three candidates. !
!

Let’s start with the most obvious one which would be
the conservatives and their leader Tim Hudak.!
Hudak kicked off his campaign Touting his millions jobs
platform. Putting a positive twist on his right to work
campaign."!
He says under his leadership he will for 100,000 public
sector workers and bring in one million jobs to the
province of Ontario by reducing as well corporate tax
rates by as much as 30 percent.!
There are quite a few things wrong with this picture.!
Firstly, let’s look at firing 100,000 workers. How in the
world will firing people create jobs? And not only that
but good paying jobs?!
This is another example of the race to the bottom that
has been happening since the financial crisis of 2008. It
hasn’t worked in eight years, it won’t start working now.!
Secondly, to create one million jobs in Ontario is
impossible.#
13.51 million people in Ontario multiply that by the
unemployment rate of 7.5%!
that gives you just over one million unemployed. Hudak
is selling you a promise of getting the unemployment
rate to zero.!
But that’s not all."!
Thirdly, to kick off his campaign Hudak started it at a
Mississauga recording studio that receives support
through Ontario music fund. A fund Hudak made a
direct point of voting down in last year’s budget and has
said he would do away with on this year’s campaign if
elected.!
No surprise when asked about the fund directly he was
quick to side step the question. Not once, but FOUR
times when directly asked. Finally when asked again,
instead of answering he walked off and ended the press
junket without saying a word.!
On his second campaign stop he was asked twice what
the unemployment rate in Ontario was. He couldn’t
answer again. Yet he has vowed to create a million jobs
remember? Bringing the total unemployed to practically
zero. To get these jobs he claims he will lower tax rates
by 30%. In order to do that the money needs to be
made up elsewhere."!
The only people who pay taxes in this province are
corporations and people. So where do you think this
money will come from? That’s right. You and I. #
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And including the last ten years my wages haven’t even
gone up that much.!
Not only is this a money problem, but it’s not fixing the
issue as Ontario already has one of the lowest corporate
tax rates in North America.!
Mitt Romney even lamented about how low our
corporate tax rates were in envy.!
And to cut 100,000 thousand public service workers, is
not a way to make jobs not only when you consider that
Ontario’s public service is already smaller and more
efficient per capita than any other province in Canada.
Don Drummond a former Bank economists underscored
this fact in a report only two years ago.!
Hudak just seems to be throwing out whatever sounds
good in hopes that people won’t actually look at the
issues and give him a vote."!
He touts jobs as a major concern and it is.!
This man wants to run our province based on wishful
thinking and zero research and no knowledge it seems.!
Hudak’s economists is Benjamin Zycher. An economist
who has ties to the tea party of America and the Koch
brothers. Not only that but published a paper advocating
anti-union laws.!
Something Hudak still seems in strong support of. Not
only does he support changing the laws to rid unions of
the power to protect its members but if any candidate
doesn’t support this vision, he has openly admitted they
will not be a part of the conservative team.!
A page taken straight out of the Harper book of politics.!
!
The problem isn’t any of what Hudak has mentioned it’s
not even wages.!
In a recent news article Magna who has four auto parts
plants in Ontario is wary about opening more not
because of wages, but because of Hydro rates. Even
with the lower dollar, it doesn’t help he said. Hydro rates
are too high.!
On top of all this he has made a proposal to tie student
loans to student’s grades. And raise tuition rates by
30%. We already have some of the most unaffordable
post-secondary education in the world, but this will put
it out of reach of even more students. !
Having student loans tied to grades is already called a
scholarship. The loans are there for the students who
are unable to acquire these scholarships. This is highly
detrimental to the future of our province and nation as a
whole.!
!
The Liberals are using their spring budget as a blue print
for their campaign platform and promise to not fire
anybody if elected. A freeze on middle class taxes,
remove the debt reduction charge of hydro bills. And
start a 2.5 billion dollar jobs and prosperity fund to
attract business to Ontario to create job growth.!

!

continued on page 5…
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continued on from page 4
$
Having made a promise to introduce a low
income health benefit to provide vision care drug
coverage, and mental health services to low income
families.#
In a response to the Harper government putting the CPP
out of reach for a lot of Ontario workers and Harper not
wanting to raise the amount available upon eligibility.
Wynne is proposing an Ontario pension plan for those
working in Ontario which would be available upon
reaching the age of 65. Unlike Harper’s 67. In a meeting
Wynne says Harper responded to her Ontario pension
plan proposal by saying “Canadians need to save for
their own retirement because it’s not up to government
to look after them.”#
This is interesting if true. As it would essentially mean
that the government has no intention of us ever getting
our Canadian pension plan and if the Harper
government gets back in would more than likely raise
the limit again.#
The biggest news from the Liberals though came just
this past week when Wynne announced that she would
let municipalities choose if they want to use the ranked
ballot voting system rather than the standard first past
the post system we use now. And a rather timely
announcement on her platform as it seems to be
swaying a lot of voters to
choose liberal over the
conservatives.#

!

T h i rd l y, w e h a v e A n d re a
Horwath and the NDP. The
NDP have proposed to raise
corporate taxes while cutting
small business taxes, and
eliminating HST on home
hydro bills by 2016.#
The promise to freeze tuition
hikes for students, and cut
insurance rates by 15%. All
savings for the average
working person.#
And also promoting education
for our future.#
They promise to implement a
job creation tax benefit to
promote job growth within the
province. Employers to receive
$5,000 per job created to a
maximum of $100,000. The
fund is designed to prevent
companies from taking taxpayer money and “shipping
jobs out of Ontario” but acknowledged an NDP
government would rely on trust that the jobs would be
permanent. Cut wait times in ER’s by opening 50 new 24
hour health care clinics and hiring 250 health care
practitioners, already creating jobs where Hudak wants
to cut.#
Contact
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The NDP has also proposed an Ontario retirement plan
with an option for a defined benefit pension. End $1
billion annual subsidy of electricity exports to
jurisdictions like New York and Michigan, taking Ontario
hydro sales out of the hands of speculative energy
traders. Cap hydro sector executive pay, Merge
Ontario’s hydro agencies, Stop private power giveaways
and have Ontario’s Auditor conduct an immediate review
of all private power contracts in the wake of the $1billion gas plant scandal. Promising a one-time $100
rebate to individual ratepayers. #
Also, they want to ensure that social assistance rates
keep pace with inflation and reduce claw backs for
working Ontario disability support program recipients.#

!

Overall, this is the most interesting and scary elections
that I have seen in my lifetime. For the first time in my
life I am truly scared of one party actually getting into
office. I see no future with the Conservative party, it
would be a decimation of Ontario’s working class and
unions.#
I don’t see anyone benefiting from any of his policies
and certainly there would be nothing but a mess to
clean up afterwards.#
I went to high school during the Harris years and I can
tell you that 30 kids in a class
does not work. It was very
easy to get missed and a lot of
students were pushed through
just because they didn’t get
the attention they needed and
there was no room for them to
be kept behind. If you needed
extra help you could not get it
except through a private tutor.
The teachers just could not
keep up. It’s taken years but
we’ve come to a point where
that mess is finally being
cleaned up, and to start all
over again would be ludicrous.
There was no funding nothing
was provided, you didn’t have
paper or a pencil you
borrowed from someone else,
the school did not have any. #
What I would like to say is that
we need people to get out and
vote. I want people to vote
with their conscious and vote for
who you think would actually make the future great for
my children and your children. Make no mistake the
Conservative Party would make Ontario as one article
put it. “A poor man’s Mexico” Let’s make sure this
doesn’t happen. #
!
This is the fight of our lives.
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need for strategic voting and frees all of us to vote
for the candidate for whom we actually would like to
see running the province.!
Imagine the green party having a seat in the house?!
!
The Liberals have put this proposal forth as part of
their current campaign again and it seems to have
swayed a few Conservative’s from what I have seen.
Whether or not the Liberals get in I would still like to
see this bill tabled and even If it does pass, its only
giving the municipalities the option of using this
system it will still be up to each municipality which
system they want to use when it comes to voting. !

Ranked Voting
The Liberals Propose Ranked Voting
"

!

Back in February the Liberals put a proposal
forward that would offer municipalities in Ontario at
their discretion to use the ranked balloting system
instead of our current first past the polls system tat
we have historically used. This is a big deal for a few
reasons. But first lets take a look at what ranked
balloting is.!
!

Ranked Balloting is a system in which an election is
called and we all vote just the same as we do now,
except that once you get to your polling station
there is a slight difference. Instead of marking an X
on the candidate you want to win, or in the case of
the current election and many before it, the one you
believe the best choice to defeat the candidate you
“don’t” want to win. You would offer your choices of
candidates in order of preference. Usually a top
three.!
So for instance you would rank NDP as your first
choice, Liberal as second, and Green as third.!
After the polls close what happens is all first choice
votes are counted.!
And there is only a winner if someone gets fifty
percent of the vote. So if NDP end up with twenty
eight percent of the vote and are in first place what
would happen is they would remove the last place
candidate and then count all second place votes.
Adding them to the first round of voting, then if
there is still nobody at fifty percent you go to the
third choice after removing whomever came last.!
This ensures that whoever wins the riding will have
to win with an actually majority of the citizens votes
thus representing their actual constituents and not
just a small percentage of them in the first past the
poll system.!
!

A lot of people ask “won’t there always be a majority
then?” No. as the ranked balloting system goes by
riding and you win fifty percent in that riding. Not
the entire province. So each riding will be
represented by the majority of constituents but the
seats available to win the province remains the same
as well as having to win a majority the candidates
will have to still win a majority of seats.!
This ensures a more fair process and eliminates the
Contact
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As of right now all of Canada’s parties and all of
Ontario’s parties use this system to elect their
leaders, they also use this system to elect their
candidate’s for each riding each election. Over the
last decade all of our Federal parties have adopted a
ranked ballot which allows each member to vote as
well as vote in advance, not just those at the
convention. Ranked ballots are seeing a rise in
popularity and use. In 2010 the academy awards used
ranked ballot system to choose best picture ensuring
that a movie wouldn’t win with just twenty percent
of the academy’s support.
I will leave you with this thought. On May 2nd, 2011
we had our last Federal election where the Harper
government won a majority of the house.!
They achieved this with just 39% of the popular vote.
A majority in the house with only 39% of the peoples
support. That was an increase of 1.96% over their last
election win. BUT now comes the big part. With an
increase of just under 2% of the vote, it gained them
an extra whopping 24 seats in the House of
Commons. Giving them a majority and the right to do
as they please when they please. Like taking away
our democratic right to strike.!
With a ranked ballot system where 50% is needed to
win, do you really think this would have been
possible?!
!
On June 12th Go out and vote and have your voice
heard.!
We have taken the blunt end of the stick for far too
long and I for one am ready to fight to bring back a
democracy to this country.
!

ON JUNE 12TH VOTE NO TO HUDAK.
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The Right Way???
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